ENTREPRENEURS INVITED!

From eHealth to digital health

CARE4TECH turns the accessible, but spread Alpine Space into a knowledge development arena, to foster cooperation between all the stakeholders, public and private, through the creation of an innovative, flexible and sustainable network.

Care4Tech partners

The Care4Tech Final Conference: The Smart Living Technology

Smart Health: University of Applied Sciences of Carinthia

Smart Manufacturing: Innovation Fora, 9th September

Smart Mobility: Reha Tecnica & Microgate, 10th September

Smart Living: Terraxcube Lab, 11th September

Up next: The Terraxcube Lab.

On 9th and 10th December, we had the opportunity to welcome our Lead Project Partner – Applied University of Carinthia – to South Tyrol and, together with the State of South Tyrol, we organized the Final Conference of the Care4Tech Project in the Congress Center Villach in Austria.

With this batch, they want to get to know you, understand how your solution is aligned with European problems and regions with similar problems. Whatever your solution is – even if your approach is unusual – we are looking for MOBILITY SOLUTIONS!

A Tailored and interactive program with the focus on: young companies, startups, entrepreneurs.

As part of the program you will receive the following additional benefits:

- Introduction to potential financial corporate partners
- Access to the cultural and leisure activities of the Salzburg area
- Opportunities for networking with all the partners involved in the project
- Healthcare management and Care4Tech training
- Additional information on how to scale your business

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA TO APPLY

- You have an interest to develop and commercialize your product at an international level
- You are developing an innovative product or service that matches the project goals
- You are working on the development of solutions for mobility issues
- You have demonstrated your capacity to innovate and to develop business models
- You are able to travel and stay in Salzburg if required for the final conference
- Applicant must be able to communicate (read and speak) in English
- Applicants must be able to present their project in front of the jury

TIMING

- 14th of February 2020: Deadline to apply
- 1st of March 2020: if you are pre-selected, pitch your project in a video
- 8th of April 2020: Winners of the first round will be announced.
- 22nd of April 2020: Winners are invited to Salzburg to participate in a tailor-made program.
- 1st May 2020: All winners will pitch their solutions to representatives of our partners and the public

Further details

ENTREPRENEURS INVITED!

IF YOU CANNOT SEE THIS EMAIL CORRECTLY, PLEASE CLICK HERE